
                  Enzymes co enzyme  

Enzymes are organic molecules that are produced in the living organisms and increase the rate of 

biochemical reaction without being utilised in the overall process. They are nondialysable , colloidal 

particles thermo liabile proteins with high specific catalytic activity . An enzyme increases rate of a 

chemical reaction by lowering it’s free energy barrier that separates a substrate from the product 

Most of the enzymes are produced within the cell of a particular tissue and function there only. Such in 

sense are called intracellular enzymes example and sense of glycolysis citric acid cycle fatty acids 

synthesis 

On the other hands there are certain insects which are produced by the cells of a particular tissue were 

they are liberated but function in some other tissues such insects are called extracellular enzymes 

example proteolytic enzymes. Example trypsin , secreted in the pancreatic juice for their action in the 

small intestine.  

Pro enzymes 

Most of the intracellular enzymes are secreted in their acting form called zymase. Some of the enzymes 

however are separated in there inactive form called Pro enzymes or Zymogens. After it comes in contact 

with activating agent the pro enzyme undergoes some modifications and is converted into active enzyme 

zymase. 

Chemical nature of enzymes. 

All enzymes are proteins in nature and have large molecular weights some RNA molecules called 

ribozymes  also have catalytic activity. 

Ribozymes 

A ribozyme is an  RNA molecule  which exhibits highly substrates specific catalytic activity 

Oligometric enzymes 

They are multi matric proteins have more than one protein sub units which have a catholic activity only 

when associated with each other 

Multi enzyme complexes 

These are single polypeptide chains with the several catalytic sites multi enzyme activities associated 

with their single protein this enzymes are called multi enzyme complexes the act on a substrate and 

catalyse series of reactions. 

Properties of enzymes 

Enzymes are highly specific interacting with only one or few substrates and catalyzing one type of a 

chemical reaction only they exhibit several types of catalytic specificity such as stereo specificity , 

reaction specification . 

Stereo Specificity  



 There are different optical isomers of a compound but but only one of Thai so much which can act as a 

substrate for a particular enzyme. This is called as stereo specificity for example L amino acid of the day 

will you oxidise only L-amino acids . Similarly succinate the hydrogen is will act only on succinate and not 

on malate.  

Reaction specificity  

The substrate can be used in several reactions but a particular enzyme  and same will catalyse   only one 

of this reactions this is referred  to as reaction specificity. for example oxaloacetate can be converted to 

aspartate well as to malate but the two reactions are catalyst by two separate enzyme and not by the 

same enzyme. 

Absolute specificity: an enzyme may have an absolute specificity for its substrate and not bind with any 

other substrate example Urease which is specific for urea  

Relative specificity 

Enzyme maybe specific either to a particular group or a type of bond. 

Group specificity: it’s refers to that action of enzymes hydrolyse some specific groups only for example 

pepsin hydrolysis a protein chain only at aromatic amino acid residues while trypsin at basic amino acids. 

Bond specificity it’s refers to the action of those enzymes which is specifically hydrolyse a particular type 

of bond only hydrolyse peptide  bond in proteins, glucosidases hydrolyse glycosidic bonds in 

polysaccharides while esterase hydrolyse only the ester bonds in lipids. 

coenzymes and cofactors 

Several enzymes required the presence of some or non organic substances aur metal ions for their 

activity this enzymes are referred to as holo enzymes. The protein part of such enzyme is called 

apoenzyme, while the non protein component is called prosthetic group   

Pro enzyme+prosthetic group=Holo enzyme. 

If the prosthetic group is removed enzyme loses its biological activity and becomes inactive. 

The prosthetic group is an organic compound it is called co enzyme while inorganic ions are called 

cofactors.. 

Conzymes 

Coins and is dialisable thermostable low molecular weight organic substance which is referred to as co 

substrate or second subtract. Generally conscience are the derivatives of the B complex group of vitamins 

example TPP coenzyme  from vitamin B1 FM N andFAD       from B2 pyridoxal -5-phosphate Vitamin B6. 

Cofactors 

Several  enzymes require metal ions called cofactors for their  activity.:Mg2+,Zn2+. 

 Metallo  Enzymes: when a metal ion forms an integral part of the enzyme such and sense are referred as 

metalloenzymes. 

Metal associated enzymes.     



In certain enzymes a metal ion may be loosely associated with it forming a metal enzyme complex are 

called metal associated enzymes they require the presence of the particular ion for their activity example 

Cl- 

Classification of enzymes 

As per the international union of biochemist and since are divided into 6 major classes 

1) Oxido reductase: one compound is oxidized another reduced example urease, lactic 

hydrogenase, catalyse ,peroxides. 

2) Transferace: This class of enzyme transfer group containing carbon nitrogen or sulphur from the 

substrate to another substrate they are important in biological synthesis example  hexokinases, 

transamines. 

3) Hydrolysis,: the catalyse hydrolysis of esters, ether peptide ,or glycosidic bond by addition of 

water molecule across the bond which is  split. 

4) Lyases:The catalyse the edition or removal of groups without hydrolysis oxidation or reduction 

producing double bonds at times example decarboxylase  ,carboxylase carbonic . 

5) Isomerases.: They can produce optical geometrical or position isomers of substrate by 

intermolecular arrangement example epimerases., 

6) Ligases: these enzymes also called synthetases link to subscribe together usually with the linking 

of pyrophosphate bond in ATP. Example glutamine synthetases 

Mechanism of enzyme action 

                                                  Basic enzyme reaction  

Enzymes are   catalyst and  increase the speed of a chemical   without undergoing any permanent 

chemical change . They are neither used in the reaction nor appear as reaction products. 

                                                     Energy level 

Most chemical reactions to proceed some form of energy is needed this quantity of energy is referred to 

as the energy of activation. It is the magnitude of the activation energy which determines how fast the 

reaction will proceed it is believe that enzymes lower the activation energy for the reaction they cat lies 

then same reduce is a part of the reaction the short and path request energy for each molecule of 

substrate converted to product. 

                                                    Enzyme substrate complex 

The substrate and enzyme form some intermediate substance which is known as the enzyme substrate 

complex the reaction can be represented as 

                                                          S+E=P+E 

                                       Chemical equilibrium 

Most oftense and catalyst reaction do not go to completion this is due to reversibility of most of the 

reactions 

S+E=P+E 

S+P=E+P 



LockAnd key model  

Complementarity between enzyme and the substrate is the lock key model of enzyme substrate binding 

binding. In this model during the process of formation of the enzyme substrate complex substrate gets 

attached to the active site on the enzyme through some specific groups as a key fix into its lock. This 

mechanism of enzyme activation was proposed by Emil fischer and is called lock and key model active 

Active site of maybe free hydroxy group of  serine or phenol group of tyrosin.SH group of cysteine or is 

imidazole  group of histidine. Formation of specific ionic pair contributes towards the recognition of the 

substrate by the enzyme. 

 Induced fit model 

Induced fit model explain that though the substrate binding sites on the enzymes are preformed but 

these sites  undergo conformational changes after binding of the enzyme with the substrate. During its 

binding withe the enzyme the substrate induces some changes at the active sites of the enzyme by 

changing the configuration of the protein so as to attain a shape where the substrate can fit 

conveniently. Enzyme substrate complexes form by  multiple bondings of the substrate with enzymes 

such as by covalent bond hydrogen bond and electrostatic bond.  This mechanism of enzyme activation 

was proposed by koshland  is called induced fit model. 

                          Enzyme Kinetics 

 1 Effect of temperature 

Rate of an enzyme catalyst reaction increased with the increasing temperature of the reaction mixture 

it is due to the recent that and increase in temperature increases the energy of activation of the 

chemical system which intern increases reaction velocity is our possible after certain temperature 

only called optimum temperature optimum temperature of enzyme is defined as the temperature at 

which its activities maximum 

 

 



For most of the enzymes optimum temperature is near by body temperature 37  degree Celsius. With 

the rice in temperature of the reaction mixture beyond optimum temperature of the enzyme protein 

guest denatured and looses its biological activity. Relationship of the enzyme activity to the change in 

temperature is represented by a shaped curve peak of which represents optimum temperature. 

Effects of PH 

pH of the reaction medium also FX reaction velocity the pH at which enzyme activities maximum is 

defined as the optimum pH relationship of them same activity to the pH is represented by a bell shaped 

curve which has a peak at optimum PH optimum pH of an enzyme depends upon diagnosis state of the 

enzyme as well as the substrate change in pH effects ionization state of the enzyme that by decreasing 

the number of its active sites and extremely low or high pH enzyme get denatured. Optimum ph4 most of 

enzymes in the neutral range 7 optimum pH for pepsin is about 2 while optimum pH for the enzyme of 

the pancreatic juices near 8. 

By  



Effects of substrate concentration 

With a fixed quantity for of the enzymes reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of the 

substrate this is however true only up to a set and point the point at which its maximum velocity and if 

further increase in the substance concentration will not increase the rate of the reaction 

 

 

 

Effect of enzyme concentration 

Reaction velocity is also affected by the concentration of the enzyme. Reaction velocity is proportion to 

the concentration of the enzyme present in the reaction mixture with a two fold increase in the 

concentration of the enzyme then enzyme  will combine with double that amount of the substrate and 

the amount of the products.  

So formed  will also be two folds. 

The  relationship however holds true up to the certain limit only for the lower concentration but with the 

adequate concentration of the substrate. 



Enzyme inhibition 

Phenomenon of decrease in the rate of enzymatic reaction  brought about by addition of some 

substances is called enzyme inhibition. And same activity either competitively or non competitively. 

                            Competitive inhibition 

A competitive inhibitor compete with substrate for binding at the active sites of the enzyme . Chemical 

structure of such an inhibitor closely resembles the substrate example malonate which inhibits the 

reaction of succinate hydrogenase has structure similar to succinate. 

The  inhibitor forms in the complex with the enzyme which is called the enzyme inhibited complex and 

inhibits action of the enzymes. 

Binding of the enzyme with the competitive inhibitor and the substrate depends upon the relative 

concentration of the two and is usually reversible process by increasing the concentration of the 

substrate degree of inhibition can be reduced. 

                          Non competitive inhibition 

 

Several substances react covalently with the functional group that are present on the active site of the 

enzyme and does enacted enzyme non competitively full stop for example enzymes which have free SH 

groups in their molecules are inhibited by the substances like iodo acetate that bind SH groups and 

inactivate the enzyme. Heavy metals like Hg 2 + and Ag2+ also inactivate some of the enzymes. 

No  competitive inhibitor  also bind at site other than the s binding site in such cases either the enzyme 

over the enzyme substrate complex binds the inhibitor. 

Regulation of enzyme activity 

                  1)Allosteric regulation 

Certain substances called allosteric modulators or effector bind reversibly to such an enzyme at 

the allosteric sites and regulate its activity. 

       2) covalent modifications 

Enzymes are regulated by covalent modifications by the addition or removal of a phosphate 

group from the serine, threonine,tyrosine residues of the enzyme. 

3) induction or repression 

Cell Can regulate the amount of an enzyme usually by altering its rate of synthesis increased or 

decreased synthesis of the enzyme in turn regulates its activity. Enzymes  that are required only 

at one stage of development or under selected physiological conditions are regulated in this way 

for example elevated levels of insulin as a result of high blood glucose level can increase 

synthesis of the key enzymes   that are involved in glucose utilisation. 

Iso enzymes 

ISO enzymes are the physically distinct forms of an enzyme which have same specificity but differ 

from each other with respect to their structure, electrophoretic mobility, immunological 

properties or source.Example alkaline phosphatase , creatine phosphatase , lactate 

dehydrogenase 



Alkaline phosphates 

Alkaline phosphates exist in three forms different tissues container distinct form of the enzyme 

major portion of the enzyme in serum is from liver whose level licence in post hepatic jaundice in 

growing children the serum and same is mainly from born and is related to increase the 

osteoblastic activity during the last time is to pregnancy there is increasing in serum alkaline 

phosphates is which is primarily of the class and the origin this form of the enzyme is he stable 

and placental  enzyme  is also  called heat stable alkaline phosphates. 

                   Lactate dehydrogenase 

LDH has four polypeptide units each submic maybe one of the two types H type (heart) and and M 

Muscle LDH bus exist in serum 5 distinct forms with the different proportion of the H and m sub units 

LDH1 1 has 4 polypeptide chains of the H type LDH 5 has 4 sub unit of the M type. 

Creatine phospokinesis 

Creatin phospokinesis also referred to as creating kindness has three isomer enzymes each of its ISO 

enzyme is a dimer composed of sub units which may either be of M type or Btype. Creatine 

phosphokinases is present in very small amount in serum. It’s level rises with in 4 hours reaching a 

maximum value within one day of myocardial infarction. 

Diagnostic significance of enzymes 

 

Transamines 

Levels of Asphalt 8 amino transfer is and Allen amino transfer is have clinical significance in 

routine the sensations are also called SGOT,SGPT respectively. In viral hepatitis and other forms 

of the liver disease serum sgot and sgpt levels are raised even before the clinical signs and 

symptoms of the disease appear. levels of both the enzymes may reach values up to 100 folds the 

upper normal limit.  

 

5 to 10 fold rise also cause in both the enzymes in patients with the primary or metastatic 

carcinoma of the liver 

Myocardial infarction increased got activity appears in serum acids concentration is highest in 

the cardiac muscles 

Creatine phosphokinases 

Measurement of CK2 in serum is used in the diagnosis of acute MI where initial rise occurs with 

the 4 to6  hours. 

Serum CK activity increases in patience with acute cerebromascular disease this is entirely due to 

CK3 

Alkaline phosphatase 

Estimation of serum alkaline phosphatase is of significance in the diagnosis of hepato biliary  

disease that are associated increased osteoblastic activity. 

Gama glutamyl transpeptidase. 

Gama glutamic dance 30 days primarily originate from the hepato biliary system. It’s activities 

increased in all liver diseases 

Amylase 



Estimation of Amy lace in serum and urine is of significance in diagnosis of the disease of the 

pancreas. Acute pancreatitis Transcend rice in serum amylase occurs within 2 to 12 hours of 

onset of the disease and return towards normal by third or fourth day. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


